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ABSTRACT
Modern technologies have allowed for the amassment of data at a rate never encountered before. Organizations are now able to routinely collect and process massive volumes of data. A plethora of regularly collected information can be ordered using an appropriate time interval. The data would thus be developed into a time series. With such data, analytical techniques can be employed to collect information pertaining to historical trends and seasonality. Time series data mining methodology allows users to identify commonalities between sets of time-ordered data. This technique is supported by a variety of algorithms, notably dynamic time warping (DTW). This mathematical technique supports the identification of similarities between numerous time series. The following research aims to provide a practical application of this methodology using SAS Enterprise Miner, an industry-leading software platform for business analytics. Due to the prevalence of time series data in retail settings, a realistic product sales transaction data set was analyzed. This information was provided by dunnhumbyUSA. Interpretations were drawn from output that was generated using “TS nodes” in SAS Enterprise Miner.
INTRODUCTION

Data analysis is a commonly practiced methodology that is largely recognized as a means for gaining powerful insights and knowledge. Researchers and organizations often employ data analysis techniques as a paramount method for improving intelligence in a key area or topic of interest. The process of gleaning insights from records and observations within a data set is widely referred to as data mining. This analysis technique is often invaluable when attempting to interpret information and discern patterns or notable features within data. Organizations and businesses worldwide have adopted the data mining process as a paramount method for supporting informed decision making. By employing applicable analytical techniques, noteworthy insights can be gained. This knowledge can support a better understanding of certain areas of interest and support the development of educated decisions. Accordingly, in business situations, researchers and analysts are often selected according to their skills and talents in the science of data mining. This analytical methodology has become an integral practice for a variety of businesses and organizations.

The prominence and significance of data mining is becoming recognized by researchers and analysts worldwide. The expansion of this science is largely facilitated by substantial advancements in technology. Through an array of sophisticated hardware and software solutions, organizations can amass and interpret data at rapid rates. Such massive data sets can be effectively warehoused and processed using appropriate technologies. In retail and commerce settings, for instance, vast quantities of data are collected during purchase transactions. Companies are able to amass data regarding their customers and product purchase rates. This information can be effectively used to gain a deeper understanding of key markets of interest and notable buying behaviors. Such findings are often uncovered through sophisticated data mining techniques. Valuable information can now be successfully gathered from massive volumes of data. Many organizations worldwide are realizing the value of data mining methodologies. With a plethora of data collected and warehoused, researchers and businesses are searching for novel and effective means of analysis. As the science of data mining continuously grows, advanced technologies and solutions will undoubtedly allow organizations to identify new analytical techniques for gaining valuable insights.
Big Data

With the amassment of large volumes of data and numerous interpretive methods, the notion of “big data” is realized by many organizations and analysts worldwide. According to SAS Institute (2013), a leading provider of software solutions for business intelligence, big data involves the “exponential growth, availability and use of information, both structured and unstructured.” This movement has had paramount effects on the analytical capacities of businesses and organizations. Big data involves large volumes of observations and variables, numerous data formats and structures, and rapid analyses of large data sets. The notion of big data is discussed extensively among research communities. In the past several years, this movement has had notable effects on the data mining processes of companies and organizations. The increasing prominence of big data has led to the development of new competitive arenas for businesses. Organizations are competitively seeking new technologies and resources to address the growing importance of big data. Such entities are seeking novel means of gaining insight from massive and previously unmanageable data sets.

The big data movement is defined by several unique characteristics. SAS Institute (2013) identifies three qualities of big data—volume, variety, and velocity. Organizations are amassing data sets that contain numerous observations and an array of variables. Big data possesses volume. Data sets often include a steadily increasing number of records. Variety is also a paramount quality of big data. There are numerous formats and degrees of cleanliness that must be considered by analysts. Accordingly, data must often be prepared and processed prior to the employment of appropriate data mining techniques and software solutions. Big data is also characterized by the velocity in which data and observations are collected and processed. Data sets are warehoused, analyzed, and interpreted at rapid rates. These key qualities of the big data movement are being realized by numerous worldwide organizations and researchers. Sophisticated software techniques are employed to understand and interpret massive volumes of data. Businesses and companies seek new and effective methodologies to gain insights that support competitive efforts. Ultimately, big data has imposed an array of challenges and opportunities when attempting to glean knowledge and information from vast warehouses of data. Organizations can now access large arrays of data that are collected in
numerous formats. The prevalence of big data has undoubtedly provoked a plethora of advancements and developments in the field of data mining.

**TIME SERIES DATA MINING**

Through the collection of information on a routine and daily basis, organizations are amassing sequentially ordered data. Records and observations in such data sets possess a time factor. Accordingly, information is collected over a period of time. The data is sequentially ordered, and observations within the data set often possess a time variable. This factor indicates the date and time associated with each record. In retail environments, for instance, information regarding sales transactions is often recorded routinely. Such purchase transactions exist as observations within a data set. These records maintain a data and time associated with each transaction. Such time-ordered data presents new challenges for businesses and companies. Sequential data that is collected over a period of time is referred to as time series. When faced with data sets that contain time series, organizations must employ new and sophisticated techniques for analysis. Traditional data mining methods and statistical techniques are often inappropriate when analyzing data that possess a time factor. This dilemma has led to the development and rising importance of time series data mining techniques. In order to address the increasing prevalence of time-ordered data, researchers and analysts have begun seeking new analysis methods that account for information collected over a period of time. In order to support informed decision making and gain useful knowledge, organizations are searching for novel means of understanding and interpreting time series.

Time series data mining has become increasingly important due to the prominence of sequentially ordered data. In their publication, *Time Series Data Mining with SAS Enterprise Miner*, Schubert and Lee (2011) provide background on this field of research. The authors offer information regarding the benefits that can be realized through time series data mining analysis. Many organizations are beginning to experience situations in which this form of analysis is particularly relevant and applicable. Schubert and Lee (2011) specifically provide background on the applications of cluster analysis in time series data mining. This technique produces output that identifies groupings, or clusters, of time series that share related trends.
and similar patterns. Accordingly, different time series are effectively compared and grouped according to similarity. The authors explain that time series data mining can be used to detect “similar patterns in historical time series data” (Schubert & Lee, 2011). Their publication provides insight into the overall function and purpose of comparing time series. Through the use of time series data mining techniques, business and organizations can gain insight into time series that may be related within a data set. Patterns and similarities within a sequence of data can be effectively discerned with the employment of such methodologies.

Time series data mining techniques are commonly applied in retail environments. This methodology allows businesses to identify groups of observations and records that share patterns and common seasonality. Kumar, Patel, and Woo (2002) specifically reference time series data mining in the context of the retail industry. Retailers are recognized as primary collectors of time series data. This is largely due to the exorbitant volume of transactional information that is recorded on a routine basis. Data related to purchase dates, items sold, and customer identification numbers are collected daily in many retail settings. With the routine amassment of such time-ordered data, retailers collect a multitude of time series. For instance, transactions of certain products over a period of time may serve as a set of time series. Kumar, Patel, and Woo (2002) identify time series data mining as a means of discerning patterns and similarities in such data. With such methodology, retailers can identify groupings of time series that are related. For instance, transactional data can be used to distinguish products that share similar purchase rates. This application of time series data mining in retail settings can support business decision making. Kumar, Patel, and Woo (2002) explain that promotional campaigns and advertisements can be created to promote certain groupings of items during specific seasons. Nakkeeran, Garla, and Chakraborty (2012) provide further insight into the rising importance of time series data mining in retail settings in their publication regarding time series comparison for retailers. It is found that such organizations are seeking data mining techniques to draw comparisons within a data set and discern groupings of time series to support marketing efforts.

Retail companies and other businesses often employ the use of sophisticated software to analyze data and produce understandable output. In identifying similarities and patterns
among time series, data mining software programs are created using a specific algorithm—
dynamic time warping (DTW). In their publication, *Searching and Mining Trillions of Time
Series Subsequences under Dynamic Time Warping*, Rakthenmanon, Campana, Mueen, et al.
(2012) identify this mathematical formula as the key algorithm in the effective comparison of
time series. Many prominent software packages rely on DTW to support pattern recognition
and the identification of similar trends between sequenced and time-ordered observations.
Prior to the development of the DTW algorithm, most traditional data mining formulas
discerned similarities between data points without accounting for a time factor. Accordingly,
observations were often compared under static conditions. Under traditional methodologies,
the sequential ordering of data over time was not considered. DTW, however, identifies
similar trends that may occur over time across multiple arrays of sequenced data. This
mathematical formula serves as an effective data mining technique when algorithmically
comparing sets of time-ordered data. Dynamic time warping (DTW) offers a means of
identifying similar trends across sets of sequenced records and observations.

Different time series may possess common trends that do not necessarily occur
simultaneously. For instance, sales transactions of two different products may share similar
trends in seasonality over time. However, traditional statistical methodology may not discern
such a relationship, as it does not consider time as a factor in
the comparison. See Figure 1A (Rakthenmanon, Campana,
Mueen, et al., 2012). The similarity between Product A (red)
and Product B (blue) is computed using a traditional distance
measure. While both products share similar transaction
histories over time, a similarity between both time series is
undiscerned. The relationship between transaction records of
both products is statically compared without accounting for
the full time-ordered sequence of data. Accordingly,
similarity between both time series would not be discerned if
trends in the data occurred at slightly different times. DTW
accounts for this time factor. See Figure 1B (Rakthenmanon,
Campana, Mueen, et al., 2012). The algorithm accounts for the full sequence of data over time. DTW employs a distance measure between the transactional records of Product A and Product B, while considering the factor of time. Both products share similar transactional patterns. There appears to be a similar peak in purchase transactions of each product. Through the use of a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm, a relationship can be discerned despite the asynchronous nature of the purchasing trends. Such a mathematical technique is paramount to time series data mining and allows for the effective comparison of sequenced and time-ordered data.

As businesses and organizations continue to routinely amass data, the science of time series data mining will undoubtedly gain prevalence. This form of analysis is particularly applicable in retail environments. Businesses are seeking software solutions that can effectively interpret and discern patterns among time series. Software companies are beginning to develop new analysis tools that allow for the identification of groups of time series that share similar features and trends. Such novel techniques are developed on the fundamental principles of the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. Existing literature related to time series data mining provides highly theoretical and mathematical information. Accordingly, this field of research lacks a practical explanation and description of time series analysis. There appears to be an absence of literature that provides analysts with a discussion and application of new time series software tools. Such research could provide a high-level investigation of the process of performing a time series data mining analysis. Existing literature is highly complex and often lacks a description of the process in effectively comparing time series and recognizing patterns within a sequential data set. This investigation could prove particularly useful for organizations, such as retailers, that aim to understand the overall analysis and interpretation that is involved in time series data mining.
RETAIL APPLICATION

With the growing prominence of time series data mining, new analytical tools are being developed to discern similarities and notable trends within sequenced and time-ordered data. Due to its prevalence in commerce settings, an investigation of time series data mining analysis is conducted in the context of retail product transaction data. These realistic time series are investigated using tools in a widely recognized business intelligence software package. This time series data mining analysis fundamentally employs a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm to produce output. The resulting information is interpreted and explored. Through this practical research, the impact of time series data mining on retail marketing analytics is examined. Specifically, through a retail application, the research offers an exploration of how time series can be effectively compared in transactional data sets. Using a leading software package for data mining and business intelligence, a realistic set of time series are compared using sophisticated analysis tools. Groupings of products are identified that share similar purchase histories over a period of time. Ultimately, such output can be interpreted and employed to support marketing materials and effective promotional campaigns.

SAS Enterprise Miner

In the analysis of massive data sets, retailers and other businesses often seek software resources. Such technology provides a platform for analyzing data and producing useful output for interpretation. SAS Enterprise Miner, a product of SAS Institute, is a leading data mining software package and business intelligence solution. The software provides a powerful, industry-grade platform for data analytics. SAS Institute software solutions are used by most Fortune 500 companies, including retailers. The organization is recognized globally as a “pioneer of sophisticated data-analysis tools” (Lohr, 2012). SAS Institute’s prominent data mining software, SAS Enterprise Miner, possesses numerous programs and mathematical functions that can aid in the analysis and interpretation of massive volumes of data. Accordingly, this software package served as the primary platform for conducting time series data mining analysis. It serves as a powerful tool in the effective comparison of sequenced
data. Due to its popularity among large retailers and other businesses, SAS Enterprise Miner serves as a practical resource for applying time series methodology.

Retail Data Set

Through a rich and realistic data set, an investigation of time series data mining is conducted. Using SAS Enterprise Miner, time series are grouped and compared in order to discern similar patterns and relationships within the data. Through discussions with company representatives, dunnhumbyUSA provided retail data for research purposes (Perry, 2013). This organization is a joint venture of The Kroger Company and the London-based dunnhumby. The company supports retail clients with business analytics and data-driven marketing insights. Since 2003, dunnhumbyUSA has conducted data analysis of over 400 million retail customers in 28 countries (dunnhumby, 2013). Through its active and successful role in data analysis, this firm served as a reputable provider of previously aggregated data for research purposes. Specifically, dunnhumbyUSA offered retail data that contains time series. Appropriate methodologies and software solutions can thus be applied in order to produce fruitful time series data mining output.

The data set retrieved from dunnhumbyUSA for research purposes is titled “The Complete Journey”. The data contained observations and records that were amassed by an undisclosed retail store. The data set contains the purchase histories of approximately 2,500 households over a two year time period. Information related to product categories and purchase dates were recorded. Accordingly, product transactions made by each of 2,500 households were recorded over two years. Due to the inherent factor of time, this data serve as time series. Transactions are recorded for each product category. Such records are order sequentially according to dates and times of purchase. The time series associated with each product category serves as the fundamental data that is analyzed using SAS Enterprise Miner. Using new time series techniques, similarities in purchasing trends are identified across time series. Accordingly, the analysis produces output that groups product categories according to their similar purchase transaction histories over a two year time period.
Due to the breadth and complexity of the data set, the data was preprocessed, cleaned, and prepared for a time series analysis in SAS Enterprise Miner. The data set contains product transaction history for 43 distinct departments within a retail store. Upon further analysis, the “grocery” department appeared to possess the largest number of product transactions over a two year time period. There were 1,646,076 purchases made in this area of the retail store. Due to this sufficiently large number of observations, the data was subset to only include transactions for product categories in the grocery department. A portion of the resulting data set is provided in Figure 1 of Appendix A. In addition to this isolation of certain records, data merging was a necessary step in preparing for an effective time series analysis. “The Complete Journey” contained several related data sets. In conducting a fruitful time series analysis, certain data sets with vital information were chosen. The data set, product_id, possessed information regarding the product categories in the grocery department and the various identifiers, or SKU numbers, associated with these items. Another data set, transaction_data, contained information regarding purchase dates, quantities sold, and household identification. This data set also assigned SKU numbers to each product category. Using the common SKU identification variable, transaction_data and product_id data sets were merged to create a single set of time series for analysis.

Data Analysis

Without the employment of appropriate time series data mining methodology, it is unlikely that certain relationships and similarities can be discerned within the data set. Due to the expansive nature of “The Complete Journey” data set, it is extremely difficult to compare time series without appropriate analytical tools. The transactions associated with 94 product categories were collected over a two year time period and developed into time series. Please refer to Figure 2 of Appendix A. Each line represents the sales transactions of a certain product category throughout a two year period of time. This representation illustrates the complexity involved when attempting to compare time series. In order to effectively discern grocery products with similar purchase histories, necessary software tools are paramount. Accordingly, the new time series features in SAS Enterprise Miner were employed in order to effectively analyze the data set.
Analytical processes are conducted in SAS Enterprise Miner through the use of “nodes”. Such blocks represent steps in the analysis. Nodes are developed with sophisticated algorithms and mathematical formulas. SAS Institute recently developed a set of new nodes for time series data mining purposes. These novel tools employ a dynamic time warping algorithm to effectively compare time series within a data set. Below, Figure 2 identifies the primary nodes that were used when analyzing “The Complete Journey” data set.

The first node represents the transactional data of 94 different grocery products in the retail store. A TS Data Preparation node ensured that the data was processed prior to the generation of output. The data was transposed according to the purchase dates indicated in each observation. This ensures that the data is properly sequenced according to a variable that indicates time. The resulting partial table of observations may be seen in Figure 3 of Appendix A. Following this preparation, the new TS Similarity node in SAS Enterprise Miner was used to generate output for the data set. This analytical step was developed using a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. Accordingly, time series are grouped, or clustered. Each grouping indicated in the resulting output contains time series that are related and share similar trends over time. The algorithm accounts for the slight differences in timing among purchasing trends and seasonal patterns. With the addition of a TS Similarity node, the analysis was ready to be performed. All necessary preprocessing and setting selections were made.

Output and Key Plots

The new time series analysis tools in SAS Enterprise Miner produced an array of output in the form of plots and graphs. Such information offered a comparison of time series within the data set. In this retail application, grocery product categories were identified that share similar transaction histories over a period of two years. Specifically the output generated by the TS
Similarity node was created with a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. Accordingly, when identifying similarities between combinations of time series, the algorithm accounted for the factor of time. Transactions were collected over a two year time period. Trends and seasonality that occur over time must be considered when discerning similarities between grocery products in “The Complete Journey”. The TS Similarity node provides output that considers the sequential ordering of data points over time. While trends in sales transactions may not occur in perfect unison, SAS Enterprise Miner is able to discern similar qualities among time series.

Through the aforementioned time series data mining analysis, various plots were generated that are particularly applicable for retail marketing research. These graphs provide a visual representation of groups of time series that share similar features and historical patterns over a defined time period. Such plots include cluster dendrograms and cluster constellation plots. These graphs are may be intuitively understood by researchers and analysts. They prove particularly effective in clearly identifying clusters of related products in retail settings. Accordingly, marketing analysts can produce this graphical output to intuitively understand patterns among product categories. Ultimately, transactional trends can be compared while taking into account a period of time in which data was collected. Through novel data mining techniques in SAS Enterprise Miner, cluster dendrograms and constellation plots can be generated to effectively compare time series. Such output can support marketing initiatives and business intelligence among retail users.

A cluster dendrogram provides a statistically-oriented visualization of similar time series. Please refer to Figure 3A below. The graph employs the use of a semi-partial R-squared. This is represented on the horizontal axis of the plot. This serves as a measure of similarity between time series in the data set. When applied to “The Complete Journey” data set, this plot identifies the similarity between product categories according to their transactional histories over two years. The vertical axis of the plot contains Sales_Value listings. Each value represents grocery product categories. The bars seen in the dendrogram are referred to as clades (Drout & Smith, 2012). The arrangement of clades identifies combinations of time series that share similar purchasing trends. The length of each bar indicates the degree of
similarity between grocery products. As clades grow to incorporate large groupings of related products, the degree of similarity within the cluster diminishes. Please refer to Figure 3B below. Clades grow longer as they incorporate more time series and smaller groupings of related product categories, or Sales_Value points. This plot provides an effective means of understanding the similarity between different combinations and groupings of time series. Retail marketers can use this intuitive plot to gain insight into the degree of similarity between product category transactions.

Figure 3A – Cluster dendrogram indicates the degree of similarity between combinations and groups of product transaction time series.

Figure 3B – Clades grow longer as they incorporate more product time series and smaller clusters of related items.

A cluster constellation plot provides marketing analysts with a more visually intuitive illustration of similar time series. Please refer to Figure 4A. The plot contains an array of points that are visibly arranged in connected clusters and groupings. In regards to “The Complete Journey”, such groups clearly indicate products that share similar transaction
histories over a two year time period. Distinct points within the cluster constellation plot are visible after enlarging the graph. Please see Figure 4B and 4C. Two types of points are present in the plot—CL and Sales_Value. CL points represent cluster identifications. Accordingly, subsequent connected points are assumed to be grouped and related in some way. Sales_Value points represent time series associated with distinct grocery products. When connected to CL points, or cluster identifiers, such product time series maintain comparable trends and similar patterns over time.

Figure 4A – Cluster constellation plot clearly identifies groupings of related product transaction time series.

Figure 4B – CL points, or cluster identifiers, groups of subsequent time series that share similarities. Sales_Value points represent distinct time series for grocery product categories.
INTERPRETATION OF OUTPUT

Due to its clarity and simplicity, the cluster constellation plot was used as the primary means of interpreting “The Complete Journey” data set. This graph provides an apparent identification of products that share similar purchasing trends over a two year period. Subsequent time series that are connected to CL points, or cluster identifiers, are presumed to share similarities. Sales_Value points represent the distinct time series for each grocery product category. In order to effectively interpret this information, Sales_Value points must be defined. Please see Figure 5 below. A graph is provided that identifies the product category associated with each Sales_Value. This allows for an understanding of the specific items that share related purchase transactions over a two year time period. Retail marketers can then use this information to craft appropriate promotions for product groups and design tailored marketing materials for certain items.

Figure 5 - Sales_Value points are defined.
With this descriptive information, grouped points in the cluster constellation plot may now be defined and interpreted. An overall indication of patterns between product categories is illustrated. A plethora of relationships are identified between grocery items. For instance, Sales_Value_9 and Sales_Value_77 are connected to CL52. This indicates that both time series share similar transaction trends over a two year time period. Please refer to Figure 6A. Through an identification of these Sales_Value points, it appears that beer and Crystal Light share similar purchase histories within the retail store. Both product categories are beverages. Accordingly, perhaps these items are related due to seasonality. They are presumably purchased more frequently during warmer seasons. Customers would likely by higher quantities of such beverages during when temperatures are warm. Conversely, beer and Crystal Light may be purchased less frequently during the winter season, as refreshments are not less demanded.

In further interpreting the cluster constellation plot generated by SAS Enterprise Miner, there appears to be a relationship between the transaction histories of meat and frozen pizza. This is seen apparent in CL74. Sales_Value_43 and Sales_Value_64 are connected to this cluster identifier. Please see Figure 6B. SAS Enterprise Miner discerned similar trends between the time series of both product categories. When isolating both product transaction time series, it appears that the cluster plot accurately identified this relationship. Please refer to Figure 6C below. The time series appear to fluctuate in relative unison. Certain trends appear to be common between both meat and frozen pizza. Perhaps customers purchase these items as high sources of protein. Other shoppers may seek to purchase meat and frozen pizza, as they are both appropriate items for storage in freezers.
Through new analysis tools in SAS Enterprise Miner, output was generated that effectively compared time series and discerned similarities in “The Complete Journey” data set. While relationships were clearly identified among a variety of product categories, it must be noted that the analysis does not provide insight into the causation of such patterns and commonalities within the data. According marketing analysts and researchers are tasked with developing an appropriate assessment for the reasoning behind certain findings. Assumptions must often be made regarding the causation of relationships between time series.

**KEY IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH**

Retailers collect and amass large data sets on a routine and daily basis. Due to this process of warehousing sequential data, such businesses are able to effectively create time series. SAS Enterprise Miner proves to offer novel means of effective comparing this form of data. Retailers can largely benefit from the time series data mining tools provided in this software platform. Through an identification of products that share similar purchase histories and similarities regarding transactions, marketers in retail environments can make informed decisions regarding promotional campaigns and advertisement materials. For instance, after determining a group of products that share similar purchasing trends, perhaps retailers arrange store layouts to place these items together. Marketers can also design campaigns that promote
a grouping of products simultaneously. For instance, in regards to an aforementioned product relationship, perhaps promotional discounts can be offered when meat and frozen pizza are purchased at once.

Future research can be conducted to identify appropriate responses to a time series data mining analysis. Perhaps researchers can isolate forms of promotion that are particularly applicable after conducting a comparison of time series within a retail data set. This literature would provide marketers and businesses with insight into how this data mining technique can lead to the creation of distinct types of promotional campaigns and marketing materials. Due to the global popularity of SAS Enterprise Miner, many organizations possess the analytical tools to effectively compare time series. Perhaps future research could identify marketing practices that are most applicable after identifying groups of related product time series. Such literature would be widely accepted by many analysts and researchers as time series data mining becomes increasingly recognized and applied in retail settings.
APPENDIX A
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Figure 2
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### Figure 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obs #</th>
<th>sales_date</th>
<th>SALES_VALUE_1</th>
<th>SALES_VALUE_2</th>
<th>SALES_VALUE_3</th>
<th>SALES_VALUE_5</th>
<th>SALES___</th>
<th>SALES___</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11/09/2010</td>
<td>148.10</td>
<td>1268.41</td>
<td>1257.03</td>
<td>206.42</td>
<td>572.87</td>
<td>218.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11/09/2010</td>
<td>162.34</td>
<td>1360.37</td>
<td>1549.94</td>
<td>284.18</td>
<td>653.43</td>
<td>281.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11/16/2010</td>
<td>167.76</td>
<td>1561.85</td>
<td>1695.39</td>
<td>342.01</td>
<td>765.33</td>
<td>332.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11/23/2010</td>
<td>230.48</td>
<td>1838.03</td>
<td>1886.10</td>
<td>428.89</td>
<td>908.39</td>
<td>222.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/30/2010</td>
<td>174.84</td>
<td>2349.66</td>
<td>1701.23</td>
<td>407.10</td>
<td>738.96</td>
<td>272.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12/07/2010</td>
<td>162.26</td>
<td>1468.16</td>
<td>1597.11</td>
<td>343.23</td>
<td>624.3</td>
<td>297.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12/14/2010</td>
<td>167.10</td>
<td>1525.67</td>
<td>1793.52</td>
<td>291.45</td>
<td>758.65</td>
<td>209.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>12/21/2010</td>
<td>227.38</td>
<td>1715.28</td>
<td>1589.93</td>
<td>311.76</td>
<td>643.29</td>
<td>392.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>12/28/2010</td>
<td>165.44</td>
<td>1767.56</td>
<td>1675.83</td>
<td>246.11</td>
<td>646.16</td>
<td>212.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>01/04/2011</td>
<td>212.81</td>
<td>1719.85</td>
<td>1293.54</td>
<td>224.95</td>
<td>407.34</td>
<td>283.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>295.16</td>
<td>2050.53</td>
<td>1893.51</td>
<td>322.74</td>
<td>583.49</td>
<td>1369.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>01/18/2011</td>
<td>259.7</td>
<td>1724.12</td>
<td>1368.08</td>
<td>354.38</td>
<td>622.1</td>
<td>970.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>01/25/2011</td>
<td>151.70</td>
<td>1651.15</td>
<td>1585.97</td>
<td>416.4</td>
<td>689.5</td>
<td>652.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>02/01/2011</td>
<td>255.77</td>
<td>1529.84</td>
<td>1561.74</td>
<td>297.37</td>
<td>598.5</td>
<td>503.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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